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73 Korter Row
Buffalo, N.Y. 14226

1-25-91
James Kennedy
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Sofeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmierion
Washington, D,C. 20555

Dear Mr. Kennedy:

The following comments on SECY 90-318 represent my concerne
as a citizen ecientist.

From the advent of nuclear energy to the present, it is clear
to me that rigorous regulatory ecience has routinely been subser-
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| vient to military and nuclear power policy intereste. If one
I examines the military sector's record, fear of a perceived threat

has been used to justify secrecy, deliberate worker /public radia-
tion exposure, and massive environmental contamination. The
civilian record is dominated by the nuclear power industry which
continues-to obtain significant externalization of coste such as

f waste disposal, research end development, radiation esfety, and
liability protection. In both caces it is apparent that a relative
lack of public access to information combined with a regulatory
apparatus lnrgely subservient to nuclear interects has resulted
in the mess in which we find oureelver.

The current attempt to trenefer title or ownerrhip renlly

',
reflects 1) a realization of the truly massive expendituree
required to effectively maintoin environmentn1 isolation of
radioactive warte, and thus 2) an effort to shift responsibility

|
for that cost from the federally licensed generetore to the

|
respective states. The latter murt not happen. Title and, in
most cases, posreselon must remain with the generetor becauce
1) no new eites are to be contaminated, and 2) as the costs of
waste storage are fully internalized to the Eeneratore, the eco-
nomic consequences of further waste production will be factored
into current operating decieions, providing the strongest of>

incentives for weste reduction.

t With regard to your cpecific cuestione 4,5,6), my opinion
I is this ettempt to shift responribility for costs erecciated with

icolation of radioactive wastes will be succesrfully challenged in
court, as has already been the care with many toxic chemical
dumping triale. Transfer of title will only serve to ' muddy the
waters' and add to the public's legel expenee.
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Regarding questions 1,2), current on-eite etorage methods
are the best approximation we have et present to engineered, above
cround, monitored, retrievable storage (MRS). Ae these age
additional state-of-the-art facilitier should be constructed at
existing eites.

In respect to questions 3,7), our experience to date
demonstrates 1) the failure of pact attenpts at ' permanent
disposal' of radioactive wastes (especially those with half-
.11 vee greater than approximately twenty yeare), and 2) the
ensuing mushrooming of costs asecciated with recovery and re-

,

containment of those wastes. It is now time to stop reeking
' assurancee'' for ' permanent disposal' end instead time to start
implementing a long-term MRS program for these wastes. The ERC i

sFould not contemplate any licensing nctivity which would odd
to this waste stream before sufficient experience has been
accumulated with MRS to demonctrate its effectiveners and enfety.

Please keep me informed of further developments.

Sincerely,
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t. spa
Jam'e's Rauch, R.Ph.
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